Float & Tape Tank Gauging Solutions for Bulk Liquid Storage Tanks
Simple, Safe and Reliable Inventory-Grade Level Measurement
The Varec® brand of automatic tank gauges are often referred to as ‘float and tape devices’ due to the manner in which the product level is measured (or gauged). This simple design has changed very little over the years due to its reliability and industry-wide acceptance. It provides continuous level measurement and allows the gauge to perform with minimal maintenance throughout its operating life.

**Simple Mechanics - Complete Solutions**

Varec has maintained all the options and accessories you would expect, including:

- Installation kits and accessories for product compatibility and tank conditions
- Spare parts and maintenance kits to keep your gauge operating smoothly
- Tank gauge transmitters for level and temperature measurement integration and inventory control applications
- Additional support services, such as preventative maintenance programs and training classes

**Inventory Grade Level Accuracy Meets API Chapter 3.1B**

The 2500, 2520 and 6700 offer a level accuracy of 0.2-1” (4-25 mm). The 2500 and 2520 display the measured level using a dial and counter in increments of 1/16th inch (1.58 mm) and the 6700 uses a gaugeboard with 1” (25 mm) increments.
Tank Gauge Transmitters

Tank gauge transmitters vary in capabilities and application, from float & tape driven switches for the indication of alarms or relays, to level and temperature transmitters that can be mounted to all standard float gauges. When a tank gauge transmitter is used, communications and power are required at the gauge head.

Transmitters convert the measurement parameter (rotation, resistance, etc.) to an electrical signal for transmission over an instrumentation field bus or communications loop to the control room.

Temperature Corrected Volumes

Throughout the oil and gas industry, spot temperature sensors are used for float & tape tank gauging systems, while average temperature devices are generally associated with radar or servo tank gauges due to the increased accuracy obtained from the level device.

Temperature sensors connected to a transmitter allow the inventory system, such as FuelsManager® Oil & Gas software, to calculate volumes that are temperature corrected. Using FuelsManager’s standard displays, operators can react quickly to changing conditions, alarms or events within your facility.

Do I Need a Transmitter?

If you have a stand alone float and tape gauge, such as a 2500 ATG, currently installed and can answer yes to any of the following requirements - you need a Varec tank gauge transmitter.

- Visualize gauge data using your control room computer system?
- Integrate temperature measurement?
- Use standard net volume or mass calculations for accounting?
- Integrate gauge data into PLC or DCS systems?
- Require a status indication using inputs and outputs to meters, alarm lights, horns, etc.

FuelsManager Oil & Gas obtains inventory data from a Varec Float & Tape Transmitter connected to an automatic tank gauge (ATG) at the tank side.

www.fuelsmanager.com
“Over 50 years ago, the oil and gas industry quickly adopted both the API Standard and Varec float and tape tank gauges as the standard for level measurement and continues to support them today.”
**Tank Type**

For float and tape tank gauge applications, the most important question by far is “what type of tank installation is required?” Varec can recommend gauge solutions based on various tank requirements, including:

- Roof or ground reading
- External floating roofs
- Internal floating roofs (pans)
- Floatwells
- Stillingwells
- Extreme pressures
- Bolted tanks
- Spheres and bullets

**Product Type**

Due to the float and tape measurement technique, the following are just some of the products suitable for level measurement using a float and tape device:

- Crudes
- Gasoline
- Jet fuel
- AV (aviation) gas - high octane gas for small aircraft
- Diesel
- Chemicals
- Additives
- Solvents
- Water

**Special Materials**

Standard, moderate, severe and extreme service kits are available for applications involving extreme temperatures, pressures or aggressive products. These kits include material options for specific parts that make contact with the product in the tank, tape piping or gaugehead, such as:

- Steel
- Aluminum
- Stainless steel
- Fiber reinforced vinyl ester
- Carpenter 20 steel
- Monel

**Float Guidewires**

Guidewires provide stability for the float during turbulent conditions and increased accuracy by reducing the horizontal movement of the float across the surface of the product. Accessories are available to allow in-service installations, such as weighted anchors that maintain tension in the guidewires without the need for welding inside the tank.
“Our aim is to optimize the quality and performance of your tank gauging and measurement system, allowing you to get the most from your operations, now and in the future. That is why we offer the most comprehensive range of services all backed by a 24x7 technical and application support center.
### Accessories

Varec manufactures a complete range of accessories to help reduce wear from the float and tape to the gaugehead components, thereby simplifying and reducing the maintenance required for specific applications.

- Inspection and manhole cover
- Negator cassette
- Conduit vent
- Oil seal
- Condensate reservoir
- Tape wipe
- Float connector

### Maintenance & Service

As with all instruments, a regular schedule of maintenance is recommended. The frequency of such inspections depends on the specific environmental conditions and operations involved. Due to the various conditions, even from tank to tank on the same site, installations should be studied and a routine of inspection and maintenance should be planned that is best suited to individual needs.

We can provide a multi-step maintenance program for your specific facility with a single aim - to improve the operations of your business by restoring and maintaining your ATGs to their original level of quality and performance.

Our programs include a full site survey and report. After the program has been implemented, we guarantee the operation of your gauges for two years (parts and labor).

### Training

If you have your own service technicians, we can provide factory-certified training. These classes are very effective for anyone that maintains the operation of float and tape gauges. The classes can be conducted at your facilities, in your time frame by a certified instructor with over 15 years Varec field service experience.

- Learn how to correctly align all parts to prevent a tape breakage and eliminate gauge hang-ups
- Learn which parts should be lubricated and which lubricants to use
- Learn other tips and tricks that will keep your gauge running smoothly year after year

### Spare Parts

We are the only manufacturer of genuine Varec spare parts. In addition to single spare parts, we have used our experience to create a number of spare parts kits for specific maintenance tasks from basic maintenance to an overhaul kit for a gauge on a tank undergoing an API 653 inspection.

To assist your technicians, we have created a complete set of documents that are available from our website or sales representatives. Each document will help you identify the part you require and simplify the order process.

[www.tankgauging.com/spareparts/spareparts.html](http://www.tankgauging.com/spareparts/spareparts.html)

Replacing parts in a Varec product with parts that are manufactured by third parties will reduce the effectiveness of your instrument and may void the hazardous area approval certification.
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